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Conspicuous Space: Parking Lot Suburbanism (abstract) 
What can be accomplished without a car? In a city: everything. In a suburb: nothing. Without a 
car, one cannot escape the city. Without a city, one cannot escape the car. Neither city nor suburb is an 
ideal habitat. The city has no nature. The suburb has no culture. What’s good about the suburbs over 
the city? According to economics: houses. 
The American dream has long been “one’s own house with a private yard” (Nelesson xi); an acre 
and a mule for every free citizen. But this dream has created distance; a nightmare of endless commutes 
and oil addiction. What if we could bridge that distance, without reverting to the “city?” What if the 
suburbs “are almost all right” (Venturi 6)? What should we move and where should we move it? 
Perhaps instead of building our subdivisions of mass-customized dream homes in rapidly 
disappearing virgin forests, grasslands, farmlands, and other productive ecosystems, we could find a 
place that is already underused, ugly, obsolete, and vast. Sound familiar? How about surface parking 
lots?! By relocating the single-family house into the parking lot of the shopping center, (I contend that) a 
place is created that is neither city nor suburb: it is both city and suburb; a place that is neither 
sprawling nor dense: it is sprawling and dense. This type will neither occupy nor preserve the 
conspicuous space of the consumerist suburb; it will both occupy and preserve it. Just as the “motorized 
city that tries to overcome distance... tries to make  distance at the same time” (Lerup 40) this new place 
will be both space and object, figure and field, community and privacy. Is it a parking lot or is it a 
suburban neighborhood? Both. And neither. Where are the lines drawn between public and private? 
They are not drawn, but inferred. This type is meant to be both ubiquitous and pliable, both subtle and 
overbearing; just like the separate types that it is consuming (house and big box). This place shall remain 
nameless, open-ended, and subject to interpretation, just like the environment it is to inhabit (the city 
outside the city). This place is not meant to replace, but to exist in parallel and serve as an alternative to 
the single-use zoned suburb, the traditional city, the modern downtown, and whatever other settlement 
patterns the future holds. With this thesis, I mean simply to add another item to the menu of urban 
conditions from which the discerning consumer of space and habitat will choose his preferred built 
environment. Hopefully, if this kind of scheme were realized in the real world, it would help to slow 
suburban sprawl and positively impact the built environment and the natural environment that supports 
it. However, this thesis is concerned explicitly with the ability of this strategy to be an architecturally 
viable alternative to more straightforward scheme of simple re-urbanization, as the New Urbanists 
would propose. Consumerism is not being questioned here. Automobility is not being questioned here. I 
simply mean to argue that the vast amounts of space wasted by suburban parking lots could be used as 
a viable alternative site to the virgin wilderness or farmland, and that those parking lots have inherent 
architectural qualities that are worth investigating. 
Nelessen, Anton C. Visions for a New American Dream. Chicago: American Planning Association, 1994. xi. 
New Urbanism: Peter Calthorpe vs. Lars Lerup. Ed. Robert Fishman. New York: Arts Press, 2005. 40. (quoting Lars 
Lerup) 
Venturi, Robert, et. al. Learning from Las Vegas. Revised Edition. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977. 6. 
...at the time of the final review
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Akers Mill 
Shopping. Living.
shopping includes:
 Bed Bath & Beyond ; Sports Authority ;
	 Office	Max	;	Party	City	
dining includes:
	 Honey	Baked	Ham	;	Subway	;	Chipotle	;	
	 Longhorn	Steakhouse	;	Chick-Fil-A	
living options:
	 1-the	“Executive”  (22)
  for singles
	 2-the	“Retreat”   (15) 
  for couples
	 3-the	“Homestead” (17)
  for small families
neighborhood includes:
 community garden ; walking garden ;
	 soccer	field	;	tennis	courts	;
 lots of green and open space ;
 hidden parking ; restricted access ;
	 trees	to	keep	out	noise	and	pollution
 and to shade the houses 
south	elevation	:	fronting	on	Cobb	Pkwy,	US-41
east-west	section
main facade / commercial entry
front walk
back walk
commercial ground [+0’]
residential ground [+40’]
100’
100’6 36
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driveway services driveway
3HOUSE 3 - the “Homestead”
WIDTH:   5 PARKING SPACES
OCCUPANCY:  SMALL FAMILY
     (parent(s) + 1 /2 children)
AMENITIES:   garage for 3 cars
     front lawn
     double-height foyer w/ skylight
	 	 	 	 	 fireplace	on	every	floor
	 	 	 	 	 covered	back	porch
     space for gardening
	 	 	 	 	 >9’	ceilings	on	all	floors
     all operable windows
     3 extra rooms, (2 w/ skylights)
     customizable plan
level	0	-	lower level	1	-	main level	2	-	loft
long	section	through	stairs
short	section	through	garage
front	elevation back	elevation
level	3	-	roof
short	section	through	foyer
extra room
foyer / stair
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2HOUSE 2 - the “Retreat”
WIDTH:   4 parking spaces
OCCUPANCY:  AMOROUS COUPLE -or-
     2 HOUSEMATES
AMENITIES:   garage for 2 cars
     front lawn
     double-height foyer w/ skylight
	 	 	 	 	 fireplace	on	every	floor
	 	 	 	 	 covered	back	porch
     space for gardening
	 	 	 	 	 9’	ceilings	on	all	floors
     all operable windows
     2 extra rooms (1 w/ skylight)
     customizable plan
level	0	-	lower level	1	-	main level	2	-	loft
long	section	through	tree	court	and	back	porch
short	section	through	garage
front	elevation back	elevation
level	3	-	roof
short	section	through	foyer
extra room
lower room
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HOUSE 1 - the “Executive”
WIDTH:   3 PARKING SPACES
OCCUPANCY:  SINGLE ADULT
AMENITIES:   garage for 1 car
     double-height foyer w/ skylight
     fireplace on every floor
     covered back porch
     “cathedral” ceilings on 2nd floor
     space for gardening
     >9’ ceilings on all floors
     all operable windows
     customizable plan
level 0 - lower level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through middle
1
front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
loft
foyer / main room
SUMMARY
Conspicuous Space: Parking Lot Suburbanism addresses the architectural and social issues of the American suburb by looking 
at its main components, the developer house and the big-box shopping center. It also looks at the role of the car in our lives and how 
it shapes the way we live, shop, travel, interact, and most importantly the way we build our cities. The contemporary American sub-
urb is built around the automobile, an invention that Americans generally take for granted and cannot imagine living without. There 
is a new kind of suburb being built in many places across the country that is neither truly suburb nor city. It goes by many names, 
“edge city” being the one I have used, and it generally happens where suburbanites have moved their jobs out to where they have 
been living since the 1950s. It is characterized by a heavy dependence on the automobile and vast open or unbuilt spaces set next 
to typically urban building types, such as the office tower skyscraper. It is a land of contradictions well documented in Joel Garreau’s 
Edge City and elsewhere. This project is an attempt to embrace those contradictions and twist them to help reduce waste in the built 
environment.
The idea is to first hunt down those characteristics that make the American suburbs (or edge cities) tick and to maintain them 
but change the context in which they operate in order to make them serve multiple purposes simultaneously. This project has iden-
tified the following characteristics: separation of different land uses enforced through zoning codes (notably residential from com-
mercial), the dominance of the automobile, and a stylistic promiscuity resulting in kitschy traditionalizing houses right down the road 
from modern steel and glass office towers right down the road from sign-as-building commercial strip malls and shopping centers. 
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This project does not question any of these paradigms: it simply reorients them. The housing in this project is separated from the 
commercial strip, but instead of horizontal separation achieved through sprawling land use, it is a vertical separation achieved by 
raising the housing above the stores, thereby reducing land use. The automobile is dominant in this project – each housing unit has 
its own garage at the front door and the parking for the shopping center below is practically untouched – but the automobiles are 
buried in the structure of the housing, thereby freeing the false ground above to pedestrian movement and children playing. And 
finally, the styles of the various building elements are as jarringly collaged as it is in the suburban context: the houses in this project 
are made to resemble houses in the public imagination and the big boxes under the housing get an even bigger box with even bigger 
signs, thereby integrating the project with the disjointed vernacular of American corporate suburbia.
The particular edge city under scrutiny is the Cumberland/Galleria area, northwest of Atlanta, Georgia. I chose this site not 
only because I know it well (I have lived in the suburbs of Atlanta my entire life) but because it is a perfect example of an edge city: 
it’s population is a quarter that of Atlanta’s, it headquarters multiple Fortune 500 companies, most notably Home Depot, it is com-
pletely automobile dependant and is at the intersection of two interstate highways, and it doesn’t actually exist as a municipality, 
only as a Community Improvement District within Cobb  County. It is also a very strong area economically: this project is intended to 
be synergistic, not revitalizing; the intent is to seize upon those aspects of suburbia that are proving successful, and to make them 
better by working with their existing logics rather than imposing some idealistic scheme for social justice or architectural nirvana. 
My intent is distinctly not to turn the “edge city” into a “city;” I intend simply to make edge city a bit more efficient and livable. In 
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this way, the title of the project is very intentional when it uses the word “suburbanism” rather than “urbanism.” And so Cumberland 
provides a very rich canvas on which to paint my ideas about using the wasted space of suburbia to more productive ends.
That’s how the project started: as a desire to put the wasted space of suburbia to better use. But as the research evolved, 
I found the waste and emptiness more and more compelling. Those spaces included the roofs of warehouses and big box stores, 
sprawling surface parking lots, idle front lawns, and other such spaces. The most promising space to direct my attack in terms of 
polemics was the parking lot because it gets right to the heart of the tension: the automobile and the space it requires. In a way, this 
whole endeavor has been an exercise in irony: critique the city the automobile built, and then design a project around the automo-
bile.  As I said earlier, embracing contradictions has been an explicit goal since very early on, and juxtaposing the surface parking 
lot with housing seemed to perfectly express the tension between people and cars, housing and parking, and how much relative 
importance our society places on each. And so the task became to find the right parking lot. At first, I assumed my housing would 
be occupying the parking lot in some literal way, on the ground, so I looked for a lot that was as big, coherent, and simple as pos-
sible within the bounds of the Cumberland area I had already identified as my area of study. That parking lot was very clearly the one 
serving the Akers Mill shopping center. Having found the parking lot, I began experimenting with different ways of using the pattern 
of the parking spaces to create a grid on which to draw my housing units. This effort resulted in a serious tension between how much 
parking should be preserved and how nice it would actually be to live in a parking lot, in the shadow of big-box stores with their big, 
loud signs on the front. I was violating one of the cardinal rules of suburbia: separation of commercial from residential. 
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 After some checking into the zoning ordinance for Cobb County, I discovered that there already wasn’t enough parking at 
Akers Mill (according to code; in practice, there’s way too much), meaning that there was no space for housing on the ground, un-
less the law were to be changed. So I simply moved the housing up thirty feet above the parking lot. This allowed me to recreate 
the separation of uses so necessary to successful suburbia without gobbling up more land. It allowed me to work within the con-
fines of existing parking requirements and to create a residential world above that is almost completely unaware of the commercial 
landscape below it. This means that I have essentially just placed one half of suburbia – neighborhoods of houses – above the other 
half – big box shopping centers – thereby doubling land use efficiency without sacrificing any of the amenities expected from either 
program. This move also implicitly critiques the nature of the zoning code: by going to great lengths to allow code-required space for 
cars while creating space for housing, I am at the same time suggesting that the law over-values the car at the expense of sustainable 
building patterns.
 Mid-way through the Thesis Project, I discovered the necessary yin to Conspicuous Space’s yang: Invisible Separation. Con-
spicuous Space is the idea that the wasted spaces of suburbia are not completely wasted: they communicate an abundance, or an 
ability to waste. It is through the creation of vast spaces that we communicate our affluence in that we have the means to create and 
maintain those vast spaces. (Of course, we are coming to learn that we no longer have that ability, which is where projects like this 
thesis come in to propose compelling ways to put that Conspicuous (wasted) Space to better use.) However, the same facts that have 
allowed vast open spaces (such as parking lots) to proliferate – super-cheap land, outdated zoning laws, heavily subsidized automo-
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bile transportation, and bad tax incentives – have also allowed the opposite to proliferate: Invisible Separation, the idea that different 
land uses should be completely unaware of each other, thereby preserving the purity of each and preventing a massive collision of 
different scales (even a McMansion looks fairly modest when placed within view of a SuperTarget). This separation requires enough 
land to be able to sufficiently prevent one programmatic ghetto from being in any way aware of another. It’s okay to live in a neigh-
borhood right behind a shopping center, so long as you would never be able to tell, from within the neighborhood, that the shop-
ping center exists. Around Atlanta, that Invisible Separation is achieved largely by the ever-presence of trees, which form a suburban 
poche, a mass from which is cut the voids of human inhabitation, with the left-over mass (trees) serving as a natural barrier between 
different suburban realms. This project acknowledges both sides of the coin – Conspicuous Space and Invisible Separation – by ex-
pressing itself as one massive building to the commercial space on the ground and then expressing itself as many individual houses 
within the residential area above, with the perimeter of the residential area being lined with trees and green public space – such as 
a soccer field, tennis courts and a community garden – to cut off sight lines to the outside world. As another example of intentional 
contradiction, however, there are office towers right across the street that no tree could completely hide from view, thereby exposing 
the trick and slowly cluing the inhabitant back into the reality of life in a city, even of the edge variety.
 In short, this project is about maintaining the suburban ideal – rugged individualism, privacy, mobility – while mitigating its 
liabilities – isolation, distance, and automobile dependance - by building residential neighborhoods in currently underutilized space.
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CONSPICUOUS SPACE
parking lot
suburbanism
Monotony of any kind is .
Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963. 84.
0 0
 ...like ostriches, many architects, and town planners prefer to ignore the suburb, 
…the suburb, not the city, is ubiquitous in modern American life
…unless we confront the suburb directly – by understanding both 
Duany, Andres, and Plater-Zyberk Elizabeth. Towns and Town-Making Principles. Duany, Andres, and Plater-Zyberk Elizabeth. Towns and Town-Making Principles.
...while Americans keep dreaming of a good place to live, 
many of our dreams – to live in the presence of nature; 
to live near city and country; to own and control our own property; 
to have constant freedom of movement; to move up; to move away; 
to start again; to portray our individuality; to cherish our privacy – 
0 1
What can be accomplished without a car?
In a city: everything. In a suburb: nothing. 
Without a car, one cannot escape the city. 
Without a city, one cannot escape the car. 
Neither city nor suburb is an ideal habitat.
The city has no nature. The suburb has no culture.
What’s good about the suburbs?
According to economics: houses.
…the new suburban sprawl has become abjectly dependant upon a single 
form, the private motor car, whose extension has devoured the one 
commodity the suburb might rightly boast: space. Instead of buildings 
set in a park, we now have buildings set in a parking lot.
Kunstler, James Howard. The Geography of Nowhere. New York: Touchstone, 1993. 114.
Mumford, Lewis. The City in History. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1961. 506, 491.
…presently the suburbanite had the 
advantages of neither society nor solitude.
impossibility to go about the ordinary business of living without a car. 
This at once disables children under the legal driving age, 
several thousand dollars a year that it costs to keep a car.
0 2
The American dream has long been “own’s own house with a private yard.”
But this dream has created distance.
What if we could bridge that distance?
What if the suburbs “are almost all right?”
What should we move, and where should we move it?
Nelessen, Anton C. Visions for a New American Dream
Venturi, Robert, et. al. Learning from Las Vegas
but on the religion of the motorcar
Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963. 93.
Mumford, Lewis. The Highway and the City. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1963. 491.
There is nothing wrong with the car per se. 
What is wrong is the exaggerated use we make of it.
0 3
and suburb. A place that is neither sprawling nor dense; it is sprawling and dense. This type will neither occupy nor preserve the conspicuous space of the 
Where are the lines drawn between public and private? They are not drawn, but inferred. This type is meant to be both ubiquitous and pliable, both subtle and 
New Urbanism: Peter Calthorpe vs. Lars Lerup
…we must think of a new form of the city, which will have the biological 
advantages of the suburb, the social advantages of the city, 
Mumford, Lewis. The Highway and the City. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1963. 230.
Sprawl and Public Space. Ed. David J. Smiley. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002. 81.
Lukez, Paul.  New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 47.
There is no lack of  within 
the car will be with us in one form or another, 
0 4
which serve successful commercial shopping centers and big box stores 
put simply...
maintain the suburban ideal 
rugged individualism, privacy, and mobility 
0 5
CONSPICUOUS SPACE
vast
consumerist
distance
high speed
space for change
elbow room
room for everyone
visible horizon
promise of escape
sub-urban
plenty of parking
informal
comfortable
ugly
unnerving
impermanent
convenient
10-lane highways
sprawl
big
savannas of asphalt
because we can
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6 THESIS PROJECT + SUMMARY
Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963.  69.
The men, women, and children of suburbia are 
seldom quite together, and never quite alone.
1 0
1i created the following diagrams, but i did not invent them.
they are products of my memory, the engrained impressions of suburbia that 
have accumulated from a life lived completely within its borders.
HOUSE and STORE are sure to deviate in numerous ways.
them explicit for all to see.
by comparing the two types, i am establishing a dialogue between them.
this dialogue will be the subtext in all that follows: which elements are similar, 
which elements are unique, which elements are unnecessary to the diagram...
WHEN THESE TWO TYPES COLLIDE, WHAT IS LEFT?
1Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963.  79.
A genuine variety in daily experience is missing.
1DETACHED HOUSE
the basic building block of 
only communists share 
walls with neighbors.
PITCHED ROOF
keeps the weather out. 
usually very elaborately shaped 
with gables, hips, and pitch 
it is always shingles. 
only communists live in 
GARAGE
a house for the car. usually 
full of tools and bicycles.
only communists and poor 
people park on the street.
BIG BOX
basically a warehouse, except with 
inside is pleasantly arranged and 
displayed. the bigger the box, the 
to be made while running errands. 
anything more architecturally 
FLAT ROOF
again, economics: anything more 
PARKING STALLS
number and size determined by 
peak demands must be 
accomodated.
2
1FRONT DOOR
ceremonial, rarely used. 
people usually enter 
through the garage.
only criminals climb in through the 
window or come in the back door.
FRONT PORCH
place for watching street life and 
casually socializing with neighbors. 
it’s been shrinking over the years.
only criminals hang out on the 
street.
DRIVEWAY
the garage, it has become the 
turnaround spaces. only poor 
people (and communists) park on 
the grass, that oh-so-holy grass. 
CUSTOMER ENTRANCE
always under the big sign, usually 
exterior. really big boxes might 
even have two.
ENTRANCE VESTIBULE
a place to put carts and vending 
machines. you’re not supposed to 
hang out there, nor would you 
really want to.
PARKING DRIVEWAYS
dimensions determined by code 
to allow even the worst driver to 
comfortably navigate the 
asphalt savanna.
3
1YARD
one acre and a mule... 
without the mule.
only poor people and 
communists own mules.
GARDEN
war with the rabbits. gardens 
amounts of food. only communists 
and hippies grow their own food.
FENCE
a place to put your Beware of Dog 
sign. the physical borderline 
between you and those pesky 
neighbors. this is how you proclaim 
your private property. and as we all 
know, only communists don’t own 
private property.
PARKING LOT
conspicuous space of the 
cosumerist strip in 
commercial suburbia.
space is abundant, prices are low.
god bless america.
LANDSCAPING
some shade in the savanna. a way 
to maintain the illusion of town 
in the country. the colors of 
the colors of autmobiles.
BUFFER
grass, usually meant as a 
drainage device and a way to 
separate the calm of the parking 
lot (store plaze) from the roar of 
the arterial thoroughfare.
4
1QUIET STREET
in a quiet neighborhood in a quiet 
town. the street is to be avoided 
unless in a car. a wide street serves 
the other purpose of providing 
more distance between yourself 
and the neighbors. 
only communists live close 
to their neighbors.
SIDEWALK
if its not a jogger or a kid on a 
bicycle, it probably shouldn’t be 
here. it is used only for these 
purposes as civilized 
only poor people and criminals use 
the sidewalk to walk from 
one house to another.
TREE
rarely an Elm (too soon?), the tree 
from the neighbors, and a place for 
the kids to climb around. 
communists don’t like trees; 
BUSY ARTERIAL
must be able to see the sign on the 
big box from the arterial at what-
ever speed they may be going, or 
the fate of the strip is sealed. 
SIDEWALK
not for actual walking. just a 
place to put carts and rides for 
small children. separates the 
customer entrance from the 
cars in the parking driveways.
TREES
not necessary, but can make the 
species, so as not to block the 
signs on the stores.
5
1an apology to our communist readers, poor people, and criminals:
the american suburbs came of age during the height of the cold war.
interstate system. (if nuclear war breaks out, it’s already too late; some 
roads won’t save you.)
communism is no longer a credible threat to our great union, but luckily 9/11 
gave us a new “other” to fear and organize our society around opposing. so 
perhaps, replace every “communist” in the preceding diagrams with “terrorist” 
and you will have a more current expression of american prejudices. it is not 
step one of establishing yourself in civilized society is to make clear through 
whatever means necessary that you are neither poor nor a criminal.
and then you can worry about not being a communist (or terrorist, or whatever 
the fashionable thing to fear happens to be) 
the house is the main place to communicate these social demands to others and 
to yourself.
clearly, people are generally not thinking to themselvs, “gee, i really don’t want 
people to think i’m a communists/terrorist/criminal/poor person...what kind of 
house should i buy to convince them i’m not?” 
thought is not necessary.
6
(...an aside)
these prejudices may be charicatured and comical, but they are intended 
to dig up the deep roots of the elements of suburban neighborhoods. 
in this book, the desires will be addressed by 
studying the elements of the most desired housing. 
in the design project, the fears will be addressed by 
adhering to the basic principles of defensible space. 
2 0
2john wieland
since 1970.
with numerous support companies covering everything from architecture to 
mortgages, all “in-house” (forgive the pun).
the following model homes were created by the architecture group at john 
the customer picks his dream home from the catalog and proceeds to the john 
wieland design center to choose, mix-and-match, and customize everything from 
baseboards to roof shingle.
BUT WHAT IS THE UNDERLYING CHASSIS ON WHICH 
ALL THESE PIECES ARE ASSEMBLED?
1
ed ruscha
 thirty four parking lots in which he shows 34 
aerial photos of parking lots that he took from a helicopter in los angeles. 
these photos are used as backgrounds for the study of wieland houses as a way 
to intoduce the idea of housing in the parking lot in a graphic way.
is in the background above. 
CAN THE WIELAND STYLE OF HOUSING FIT INTO 
A PARKING LOT?
all photos were taken from Ed Ruscha’s Thirty-Four Parking Lots 
2 2
2 3
2 4
2 5
2 6
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 ...like ostriches, many architects, and town planners prefer to ignore the suburb, 
…the suburb, not the city, is ubiquitous in modern American life
…unless we confront the suburb directly – by understanding both 
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...while Americans keep dreaming of a good place to live, 
many of our dreams – to live in the presence of nature; 
to live near city and country; to own and control our own property; 
to have constant freedom of movement; to move up; to move away; 
to start again; to portray our individuality; to cherish our privacy – 
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What can be accomplished without a car?
In a city: everything. In a suburb: nothing. 
Without a car, one cannot escape the city. 
Without a city, one cannot escape the car. 
Neither city nor suburb is an ideal habitat.
The city has no nature. The suburb has no culture.
What’s good about the suburbs?
According to economics: houses.
…the new suburban sprawl has become abjectly dependant upon a single 
form, the private motor car, whose extension has devoured the one 
commodity the suburb might rightly boast: space. Instead of buildings 
set in a park, we now have buildings set in a parking lot.
Kunstler, James Howard. The Geography of Nowhere. New York: Touchstone, 1993. 114.
Mumford, Lewis. The City in History. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1961. 506, 491.
…presently the suburbanite had the 
advantages of neither society nor solitude.
impossibility to go about the ordinary business of living without a car. 
This at once disables children under the legal driving age, 
several thousand dollars a year that it costs to keep a car.
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The American dream has long been “own’s own house with a private yard.”
But this dream has created distance.
What if we could bridge that distance?
What if the suburbs “are almost all right?”
What should we move, and where should we move it?
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and suburb. A place that is neither sprawling nor dense; it is sprawling and dense. This type will neither occupy nor preserve the conspicuous space of the 
Where are the lines drawn between public and private? They are not drawn, but inferred. This type is meant to be both ubiquitous and pliable, both subtle and 
New Urbanism: Peter Calthorpe vs. Lars Lerup
…we must think of a new form of the city, which will have the biological 
advantages of the suburb, the social advantages of the city, 
Mumford, Lewis. The Highway and the City. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1963. 230.
Sprawl and Public Space. Ed. David J. Smiley. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002. 81.
Lukez, Paul.  New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 47.
There is no lack of  within 
the car will be with us in one form or another, 
0 4
which serve successful commercial shopping centers and big box stores 
put simply...
maintain the suburban ideal 
rugged individualism, privacy, and mobility 
0 5
CONSPICUOUS SPACE
vast
consumerist
distance
high speed
space for change
elbow room
room for everyone
visible horizon
promise of escape
sub-urban
plenty of parking
informal
comfortable
ugly
unnerving
impermanent
convenient
10-lane highways
sprawl
big
savannas of asphalt
because we can
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6 THESIS PROJECT + SUMMARY
Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963.  69.
The men, women, and children of suburbia are 
seldom quite together, and never quite alone.
1 0
1i created the following diagrams, but i did not invent them.
they are products of my memory, the engrained impressions of suburbia that 
have accumulated from a life lived completely within its borders.
HOUSE and STORE are sure to deviate in numerous ways.
them explicit for all to see.
by comparing the two types, i am establishing a dialogue between them.
this dialogue will be the subtext in all that follows: which elements are similar, 
which elements are unique, which elements are unnecessary to the diagram...
WHEN THESE TWO TYPES COLLIDE, WHAT IS LEFT?
1Community and Privacy. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963.  79.
A genuine variety in daily experience is missing.
1DETACHED HOUSE
the basic building block of 
only communists share 
walls with neighbors.
PITCHED ROOF
keeps the weather out. 
usually very elaborately shaped 
with gables, hips, and pitch 
it is always shingles. 
only communists live in 
GARAGE
a house for the car. usually 
full of tools and bicycles.
only communists and poor 
people park on the street.
BIG BOX
basically a warehouse, except with 
inside is pleasantly arranged and 
displayed. the bigger the box, the 
to be made while running errands. 
anything more architecturally 
FLAT ROOF
again, economics: anything more 
PARKING STALLS
number and size determined by 
peak demands must be 
accomodated.
2
1FRONT DOOR
ceremonial, rarely used. 
people usually enter 
through the garage.
only criminals climb in through the 
window or come in the back door.
FRONT PORCH
place for watching street life and 
casually socializing with neighbors. 
it’s been shrinking over the years.
only criminals hang out on the 
street.
DRIVEWAY
the garage, it has become the 
turnaround spaces. only poor 
people (and communists) park on 
the grass, that oh-so-holy grass. 
CUSTOMER ENTRANCE
always under the big sign, usually 
exterior. really big boxes might 
even have two.
ENTRANCE VESTIBULE
a place to put carts and vending 
machines. you’re not supposed to 
hang out there, nor would you 
really want to.
PARKING DRIVEWAYS
dimensions determined by code 
to allow even the worst driver to 
comfortably navigate the 
asphalt savanna.
3
1YARD
one acre and a mule... 
without the mule.
only poor people and 
communists own mules.
GARDEN
war with the rabbits. gardens 
amounts of food. only communists 
and hippies grow their own food.
FENCE
a place to put your Beware of Dog 
sign. the physical borderline 
between you and those pesky 
neighbors. this is how you proclaim 
your private property. and as we all 
know, only communists don’t own 
private property.
PARKING LOT
conspicuous space of the 
cosumerist strip in 
commercial suburbia.
space is abundant, prices are low.
god bless america.
LANDSCAPING
some shade in the savanna. a way 
to maintain the illusion of town 
in the country. the colors of 
the colors of autmobiles.
BUFFER
grass, usually meant as a 
drainage device and a way to 
separate the calm of the parking 
lot (store plaze) from the roar of 
the arterial thoroughfare.
4
1QUIET STREET
in a quiet neighborhood in a quiet 
town. the street is to be avoided 
unless in a car. a wide street serves 
the other purpose of providing 
more distance between yourself 
and the neighbors. 
only communists live close 
to their neighbors.
SIDEWALK
if its not a jogger or a kid on a 
bicycle, it probably shouldn’t be 
here. it is used only for these 
purposes as civilized 
only poor people and criminals use 
the sidewalk to walk from 
one house to another.
TREE
rarely an Elm (too soon?), the tree 
from the neighbors, and a place for 
the kids to climb around. 
communists don’t like trees; 
BUSY ARTERIAL
must be able to see the sign on the 
big box from the arterial at what-
ever speed they may be going, or 
the fate of the strip is sealed. 
SIDEWALK
not for actual walking. just a 
place to put carts and rides for 
small children. separates the 
customer entrance from the 
cars in the parking driveways.
TREES
not necessary, but can make the 
species, so as not to block the 
signs on the stores.
5
1an apology to our communist readers, poor people, and criminals:
the american suburbs came of age during the height of the cold war.
interstate system. (if nuclear war breaks out, it’s already too late; some 
roads won’t save you.)
communism is no longer a credible threat to our great union, but luckily 9/11 
gave us a new “other” to fear and organize our society around opposing. so 
perhaps, replace every “communist” in the preceding diagrams with “terrorist” 
and you will have a more current expression of american prejudices. it is not 
step one of establishing yourself in civilized society is to make clear through 
whatever means necessary that you are neither poor nor a criminal.
and then you can worry about not being a communist (or terrorist, or whatever 
the fashionable thing to fear happens to be) 
the house is the main place to communicate these social demands to others and 
to yourself.
clearly, people are generally not thinking to themselvs, “gee, i really don’t want 
people to think i’m a communists/terrorist/criminal/poor person...what kind of 
house should i buy to convince them i’m not?” 
thought is not necessary.
6
(...an aside)
these prejudices may be charicatured and comical, but they are intended 
to dig up the deep roots of the elements of suburban neighborhoods. 
in this book, the desires will be addressed by 
studying the elements of the most desired housing. 
in the design project, the fears will be addressed by 
adhering to the basic principles of defensible space. 
2 0
2john wieland
since 1970.
with numerous support companies covering everything from architecture to 
mortgages, all “in-house” (forgive the pun).
the following model homes were created by the architecture group at john 
the customer picks his dream home from the catalog and proceeds to the john 
wieland design center to choose, mix-and-match, and customize everything from 
baseboards to roof shingle.
BUT WHAT IS THE UNDERLYING CHASSIS ON WHICH 
ALL THESE PIECES ARE ASSEMBLED?
1
ed ruscha
 thirty four parking lots in which he shows 34 
aerial photos of parking lots that he took from a helicopter in los angeles. 
these photos are used as backgrounds for the study of wieland houses as a way 
to intoduce the idea of housing in the parking lot in a graphic way.
is in the background above. 
CAN THE WIELAND STYLE OF HOUSING FIT INTO 
A PARKING LOT?
all photos were taken from Ed Ruscha’s Thirty-Four Parking Lots 
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New Urbanism: Peter Calthorpe vs. Lars Lerup
It’s a huge hangover myth that suburbia is what people want.
…to withdraw like a monk and live like a prince – 
this was the purpose of the original creators of the suburb.
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It’s a huge hangover myth that suburbia is what people want.
…to withdraw like a monk and live like a prince – 
this was the purpose of the original creators of the suburb.
...how [do] you integrate the pedestrian and human scale 
environments with the car and the automobile scale?
New Urbanism: Peter Calthorpe vs. Lars Lerup. Ed. Robert Fishman. New York: Arts Press, 2005. 18.
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3The 
of the suburb itself. Morrow is such a suburb of Atlanta, its existence owed to the railroad, I-75, and Southlake Mall. Morrow is an incorporated city in Clayton County.
The edge city -
rate from, but linked to, the mother city. Cumberland is such an edge city, its existence owed to the railroad, I-75 and I-285, and Cumberland Mall and Galleria Mall. 
Cumberland is not incorporated; it exists only as a name and a Community Improvement District in Cobb County.
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3CUMBERLAND CID CITY OF MORROW
NOTE: STATISTICS FOR CUMBERLAND - WITH THE EXCEPTION OF POPULATION, 
POPULATION DENSITY, AND LAND AREA - ARE ACTUALLY FOR THE CLOSEST CENSUS DESIGNATED PLACE, 
VININGS, WHICH SHOULD FAIRLY CLOSELY APPROXIMATE THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF 
CUMBERLAND, WHICH IS NOT RECOGNIZED BY THE CENSUS BUREAU. ALSO SEE THE 
COBB COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS LISTED ABOVE, OR CONSULT THE CENSUS BUREAU FOR 
INFORMATION ON THE CLOSEST INCORPORATED CITY, SMYRNA.
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3without surrendering its ability to accomodate peak demand for automobile storage?
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3    +        commercial     +        commercial
viable hybrid? viable hybrid?
images: maps.google.com
30
32 spaces per unit for up to two bedrooms 
Single-Family Residence   
2 spaces for up to three bedrooms, 
Retail Stores and Shopping Centers   
Required dimensions for each parking space:
than 8 feet wide and 17 feet in length. Adequate interior driveways shall connect 
each parking space with a public right-of-way. 
Interior driveways:  
of 23 feet in width. If 45 degree or 60 degree angle parking is used then inte-
there is no parking, interior driveways shall be a minimum of ten feet in width for 
1.75 spaces per dwelling unit.
Condominiums, Single-Family, and Townhouse Dwelling Units   
2 spaces per dwelling unit.
Retail (and most commercial uses) 
 
Spaces and drives shall conform to the following standards:
shall not be less than 8’ 6” wide and 19’ deep, exclusive of passageways, which 
shall be not less than 24’ wide.
shall be not less than 8’ 6” wide and 20’ 8” deep, exclusive of passageways, 
which shall be not less than 18’ 6” wide.
shall be not less than 8’ 6” wide and 19’ 5” deep, exclusive of passageways, 
which shall be not less than 13’ 6” wide.
There shall be adequate interior drives to connect each space with a public 
street.
19’ 0”
19’ 0”
8’
 6
”
9’
 6
”
12’ 0”
12’ 6”
stall only: 0.81
including passageways: 1.32
stall only: 0.60
including interior driveways: 1.00
31
compact
cobb county city of morrow
3parking available for housing: 332 unitsparking available for housing: 0 units
There is an abundance of parking at Southlake Pavilion, 
even more than is called for in the code.
for placing housing and the license to claim 33% of the parking lot 
There is a lack of parking at Akers Mill,
according to code, at least.
that would seem to do the impossible: 
32
d
akers mill southlake pavilion
3DOUBLE STANDARD
images: www.cumberlandcid.org
a large part of their personnel can either walk or cycle to work.
Mumford, Lewis. The City in History. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1961. 508.
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Lukez, Paul. . New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 26.
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4IDEA 1 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ROWHOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: CONCENTRATED INTO AUTMOATED GARAGES
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  (NONE)
GARAGE + ROWHOUSES
garages and also preempt the patrons from ever having to leave ground level to go 
the residents of the ex-parking lot. parking for housing units is stowed under a raised 
mews between two rows of units.
1
4 LEVEN BETTS FILTER PARKING
PRECEDENT 1
NAME  FILTER PARKING
AUTHOR LEVEN BETTS
PROGRAM PARKING + PARK
SITE LARGE SURFACE LOTS
housed in unconsidered and wasteful structures and on asphalt expanses.”
garages to free up space for parks. the program of this proposal could’ve been 
anything, or more appropriatley, the program of the freed space could relate 
. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2009. 131-133.
2
4 MEWS + DUPLEXES
IDEA 2 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  DUPLEXES / DETACHED HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: FULLY OCCUPIED, NOT REPLACED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY: PATTERN COLLAGE
duplexes and detached houses are lined up in grain with the rows of parking, with the 
stalls becoming the units and yards and parking, and every second driveway become a 
green mews in between fronts of buildings. the units will be customized from a catalog 
using a preset design code based on individual building elements.
3
4 DESIGN THROUGH CODE
PRECEDENT 2
NAME  DESIGN VOCABULARY MATRIX / CODE
AUTHOR NELESSON / DUANY PLATER ZYBERK
PROGRAM HOUSING
SITE MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT
nelesson establishes a design code based of the exterior, visible elements of the 
buildings in order to creat harmony along the street.
duany plater-zyberk create a kit of parts from which to build, allowing greater control 
of the design of the whole town up front. in cases where they don’t have control of the 
Nelessen, Anton C. Visions for a New American Dream
Duany, Andres, and Plater-Zyberk Elizabeth. Towns and Town-Making Principles. Ed. Alex Krieger. 
4
4 BOARD + PIECES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  DETACHED HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  BOARD GAMES
houses are mass-customized by assembling various “chess pieces,” each of which have 
lot would provide the “chess board” on which to arrange these pieces into a whole. the 
main pieces would be core elements - bathrooms, kitchens, bedroom - while the more 
extroverted pieces would be freeform and absorb any slack necessary in the 
assemblage of the core pieces. 
twin bedroom double bedroom king bedroom
two double bedrooms
5
kitchens
4 AUTO CUSTOM
PRECEDENT 3
NAME  FORD VEHICLE LINEUP
AUTHOR FORD MOTOR COMPANY
PROGRAM HOUSING
SITE EVERYWHERE
“You can have any color you want, as long as it’s black,”
...or kona blue or torch red or sunset gold or brilliant silver or sterling grey 
or red candy or performance white or grabber blue...
fordvehicles.com
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4 SUNKEN COURTYARD HOUSES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ATTACHED COURTYARD HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED, DUAL PURPOSED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  CUT-AND-FILL
courtyard houses occupy the parking lot, with their courtyards sunken a level below 
house consists of two parallel private bars containing bedrooms and the like, sunken 
with and opening on the courtyard, intersected by a taller public bar comtaining dining 
rooms, family rooms and kitchens that would exist a level above the parking lot, 
amount of parking to be maintained as part of the roofs of the housing units.
7
4 LTL NEW SUBURBANISM
PRECEDENT 4
NAME  NEW SUBURBANISM
AUTHOR LEWIS TSURUMAKI LEWIS
PROGRAM HOUSING + BIG BOX
SITE SUBURBAN AMERICA
“This project explores the impact on contemporary suburban culture of combin-
the single-family house. The joining of these suburban building types creates 
-
Sprawl and Public Space. Ed. David J. Smiley. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002. 75.
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4 ELEVATED COURTYARD HOUSES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ATTACHED COURTYARD HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  FILL-AND-CUT
ground level or  simply being a void to the parking lot below. the ground plane is 
re-established on the roof, providing space for the American lawn to be relocated. 
9
4 LE CORBUSIER VILLA SAVOYE
PRECEDENT 5
NAME  VILLA SAVOYE 
AUTHOR LE CORBUSIER
PROGRAM HOUSE
SITE POISSY, FRANCE (RURAL)
building, leaving the landscape and the roofscape free to be whatever the 
occupants want it to be, whether that is a grassy lawn or terrazzo terrace. 
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32 spaces per unit for up to two bedrooms 
Single-Family Residence   
2 spaces for up to three bedrooms, 
Retail Stores and Shopping Centers   
Required dimensions for each parking space:
than 8 feet wide and 17 feet in length. Adequate interior driveways shall connect 
each parking space with a public right-of-way. 
Interior driveways:  
of 23 feet in width. If 45 degree or 60 degree angle parking is used then inte-
there is no parking, interior driveways shall be a minimum of ten feet in width for 
1.75 spaces per dwelling unit.
Condominiums, Single-Family, and Townhouse Dwelling Units   
2 spaces per dwelling unit.
Retail (and most commercial uses) 
 
Spaces and drives shall conform to the following standards:
shall not be less than 8’ 6” wide and 19’ deep, exclusive of passageways, which 
shall be not less than 24’ wide.
shall be not less than 8’ 6” wide and 20’ 8” deep, exclusive of passageways, 
which shall be not less than 18’ 6” wide.
shall be not less than 8’ 6” wide and 19’ 5” deep, exclusive of passageways, 
which shall be not less than 13’ 6” wide.
There shall be adequate interior drives to connect each space with a public 
street.
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stall only: 0.81
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even more than is called for in the code.
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4IDEA 1 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ROWHOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: CONCENTRATED INTO AUTMOATED GARAGES
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  (NONE)
GARAGE + ROWHOUSES
garages and also preempt the patrons from ever having to leave ground level to go 
the residents of the ex-parking lot. parking for housing units is stowed under a raised 
mews between two rows of units.
1
4 LEVEN BETTS FILTER PARKING
PRECEDENT 1
NAME  FILTER PARKING
AUTHOR LEVEN BETTS
PROGRAM PARKING + PARK
SITE LARGE SURFACE LOTS
housed in unconsidered and wasteful structures and on asphalt expanses.”
garages to free up space for parks. the program of this proposal could’ve been 
anything, or more appropriatley, the program of the freed space could relate 
. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2009. 131-133.
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4 MEWS + DUPLEXES
IDEA 2 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  DUPLEXES / DETACHED HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: FULLY OCCUPIED, NOT REPLACED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY: PATTERN COLLAGE
duplexes and detached houses are lined up in grain with the rows of parking, with the 
stalls becoming the units and yards and parking, and every second driveway become a 
green mews in between fronts of buildings. the units will be customized from a catalog 
using a preset design code based on individual building elements.
3
4 DESIGN THROUGH CODE
PRECEDENT 2
NAME  DESIGN VOCABULARY MATRIX / CODE
AUTHOR NELESSON / DUANY PLATER ZYBERK
PROGRAM HOUSING
SITE MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT
nelesson establishes a design code based of the exterior, visible elements of the 
buildings in order to creat harmony along the street.
duany plater-zyberk create a kit of parts from which to build, allowing greater control 
of the design of the whole town up front. in cases where they don’t have control of the 
Nelessen, Anton C. Visions for a New American Dream
Duany, Andres, and Plater-Zyberk Elizabeth. Towns and Town-Making Principles. Ed. Alex Krieger. 
4
4 BOARD + PIECES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  DETACHED HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  BOARD GAMES
houses are mass-customized by assembling various “chess pieces,” each of which have 
lot would provide the “chess board” on which to arrange these pieces into a whole. the 
main pieces would be core elements - bathrooms, kitchens, bedroom - while the more 
extroverted pieces would be freeform and absorb any slack necessary in the 
assemblage of the core pieces. 
twin bedroom double bedroom king bedroom
two double bedrooms
5
kitchens
4 AUTO CUSTOM
PRECEDENT 3
NAME  FORD VEHICLE LINEUP
AUTHOR FORD MOTOR COMPANY
PROGRAM HOUSING
SITE EVERYWHERE
“You can have any color you want, as long as it’s black,”
...or kona blue or torch red or sunset gold or brilliant silver or sterling grey 
or red candy or performance white or grabber blue...
fordvehicles.com
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4 SUNKEN COURTYARD HOUSES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ATTACHED COURTYARD HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED, DUAL PURPOSED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  CUT-AND-FILL
courtyard houses occupy the parking lot, with their courtyards sunken a level below 
house consists of two parallel private bars containing bedrooms and the like, sunken 
with and opening on the courtyard, intersected by a taller public bar comtaining dining 
rooms, family rooms and kitchens that would exist a level above the parking lot, 
amount of parking to be maintained as part of the roofs of the housing units.
7
4 LTL NEW SUBURBANISM
PRECEDENT 4
NAME  NEW SUBURBANISM
AUTHOR LEWIS TSURUMAKI LEWIS
PROGRAM HOUSING + BIG BOX
SITE SUBURBAN AMERICA
“This project explores the impact on contemporary suburban culture of combin-
the single-family house. The joining of these suburban building types creates 
-
Sprawl and Public Space. Ed. David J. Smiley. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002. 75.
8
4 ELEVATED COURTYARD HOUSES
IDEA 3 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:  ATTACHED COURTYARD HOUSES
RESIDENTIAL PARKING:    ON GRADE, AT UNIT
SURFACE COMMERCIAL PARKING: PARTIALLY OCCUPIED
SUGGESTED DESIGN METHODOLOGY:  FILL-AND-CUT
ground level or  simply being a void to the parking lot below. the ground plane is 
re-established on the roof, providing space for the American lawn to be relocated. 
9
4 LE CORBUSIER VILLA SAVOYE
PRECEDENT 5
NAME  VILLA SAVOYE 
AUTHOR LE CORBUSIER
PROGRAM HOUSE
SITE POISSY, FRANCE (RURAL)
building, leaving the landscape and the roofscape free to be whatever the 
occupants want it to be, whether that is a grassy lawn or terrazzo terrace. 
Frampton, Kenneth. Le Corbusier. New York: Thames and Hudson, 2001. 78.
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THESIS PROJECT
this is simply a test of the ideas that 
have been put forward already.
the information is arranged 
chronologically for clarity, 
the project as it stood at 
three different moments:
the First Review
the Second Review
and the Final Review
the material for the Project 
at the Final Review represents the 
completed Project; the rest is process.
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FINDING A STRATEGY...
6 5
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE “GAME BOARD” 
(“UPPER GROUND” PLAN OF HOUSING)
SOCCER FIELD
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WALKING
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PATTERN STRUCTURES
(“LOWER GROUND” PLAN OF HOUSING)
EXISTING PARKING LOT AND BIG BOXES
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A POSSIBLE STRUCTURE TO HOLD UP 
THE “GAME BOARD”
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A QUICK LOOK AT THE UNDERBELLY6 11
parking available for housing: 0 units
There is a lack of parking at Akers Mill,
according to code, at least.
that would seem to do the impossible: 
d
A REMINDER ON WHY ALL THIS IS 
NECESSARY...
SUBURBAN / EDGE CITY CHARACTERISTICS
THAT MUST BE MAINTAINTED:
SEPARATION OF HOME FROM WORK OR SHOP
DIRECT AUTOMOBILE ACCESS
CONSPICUOUS SPACE (VASTNESS)
WHY THIS PROJECT IS BETTER THAN 
SUBURBIA / EDGE CITY:
DENSIFICATION OF LAND USE
CREATION OF PEDESTRIAN REALM
PLAN SEPARATION TRANSLATED TO SECTION
SURFACE ACCESS HIDDEN “UNDERGROUND” BUT MAINTAINED;
PREFERABLY POINT-ACCESS
PRESERVED AND REPLICATED; REFOCUSED;
RESIDENTIAL VASTNESS SUPERIMPOSED ONTO COMMERCIAL VASTNESS
MORE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH PATTERN; BUILDS ON UNDERUSED LAND
PREVENTS DESTRUCTION OF PRODUCTIVE OR VIRGIN LAND
AUTOMOBILES / GARAGES BURIED WITH STRUCTURE UNDER PEOPLE;
NEW GROUND PLANE FREE  TO SERVE PEOPLE ON FOOT
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE BIG-BOX
these structural logics are used as a model for the 
structure holding up the housing above the 
parking lot, in effect extending the big box beyond 
its existing perimeter.
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MORROW
SUBURB6 14
SOUTHLAKE PAVILION + ENVIRONS MT ZION RD6 15
SOUTHLAKE PAVILION WITH SOME 
HOUSING NESTLED INTO IT
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SUNKEN COURTYARD HOUSES6 18
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A QUICK LOOK AT THE EXISTING VERTICALS6 20
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parking available for housing: 332 units
There is an abundance of parking at Southlake Pavilion, 
even more than is called for in the code.
for placing housing and the license to claim 33% of the parking lot 
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THE SKIN OF THE BIG-BOX6 22
the morrow site was eliminated after the first review, for practical reasons, 
as well as the fact that the Cumberland edge city was proving to be the more 
interesting site which seemed to “want” densification more than the low-rise 
suburb of Morrow
all further investigation concerned itself with the Cumberland site. 
what follows is a diary of sketches between the first and second reviews that 
played a huge role in developing the idea of the project as well as the individual 
houses. the sketches are largely searching for the proper way to express the 
“houseness” of the units, for the proper density levels, for the proper way to 
express the new “big box” that I have created, as well as drawing parallels 
between the iconic house shape and the shape of the truss structure.
the struggle that is herein documented is one of many different oppositions:
public/inhabitant  vs   architect
developer house  vs  big box store
icon/imagery  vs  function/structure
conspicuous space  vs  conspicuous separation
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...at the time of the second review
THE PROJECT
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...at the time of the final review
THE PROJECT
*this section to be completed by May 5, 2010 and resubmitted for grading and records*
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HOUSE 1 - the “Executive”
amenities include:  garage for 1 car
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      “cathedral” ceilings on 2nd floor
      space for gardening
      >9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through middle
1
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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2HOUSE 2 - the “Retreat”
amenities include:  garage for 2 cars
      front lawn
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      space for gardening
      9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      2 extra rooms (1 w/ skylight)
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through tree court and back porch
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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3HOUSE 3 - the “Homestead”
amenities include:  garage for 3 cars
      front lawn
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      space for gardening
      >9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      3 extra rooms, (2 w/ skylights)
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through stairs
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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Akers Mill 
shopping includes:
     Bed Bath & Beyond
     Honey Baked Ham
     Subway
     Sports Authority
	 	 	 	 	 Office	Max	
     Party City
now with HOUSING!
     the “Executive”
      for singles
     the “Retreat”
      for couples
     the “Homestead”
      for small families
   
   neighborhood includes:
     community garden
     Walking garden
	 	 	 	 	 soccer	field
     tennis courts
     lots of green and open space
     hidden parking
     restricted access  
south	elevation	:	fronting	on	Cobb	Pkwy,	US-41
east-west	section
main facade / commercial entryview	from	southern	approach	on	US-41
mcommunity gardens walkingw  walking gardens walkingwsoccer	field tennis courts
view	from	above,	southeast	aerial
view	from	below,	northeast
front walk
back walk
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SUMMARY
Conspicuous Space: Parking Lot Suburbanism addresses the architectural and social issues of the American suburb by looking 
at its main components, the developer house and the big-box shopping center. It also looks at the role of the car in our lives and how 
it shapes the way we live, shop, travel, interact, and most importantly the way we build our cities. The contemporary American sub-
urb is built around the automobile, an invention that Americans generally take for granted and cannot imagine living without. There 
is a new kind of suburb being built in many places across the country that is neither truly suburb nor city. It goes by many names, 
“edge city” being the one I have used, and it generally happens where suburbanites have moved their jobs out to where they have 
been living since the 1950s. It is characterized by a heavy dependence on the automobile and vast open or unbuilt spaces set next 
to typically urban building types, such as the office tower skyscraper. It is a land of contradictions well documented in Joel Garreau’s 
Edge City and elsewhere. This project is an attempt to embrace those contradictions and twist them to help reduce waste in the built 
environment.
The idea is to first hunt down those characteristics that make the American suburbs (or edge cities) tick and to maintain them 
but change the context in which they operate in order to make them serve multiple purposes simultaneously. This project has iden-
tified the following characteristics: separation of different land uses enforced through zoning codes (notably residential from com-
mercial), the dominance of the automobile, and a stylistic promiscuity resulting in kitschy traditionalizing houses right down the road 
from modern steel and glass office towers right down the road from sign-as-building commercial strip malls and shopping centers. 
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This project does not question any of these paradigms: it simply reorients them. The housing in this project is separated from the 
commercial strip, but instead of horizontal separation achieved through sprawling land use, it is a vertical separation achieved by 
raising the housing above the stores, thereby reducing land use. The automobile is dominant in this project – each housing unit has 
its own garage at the front door and the parking for the shopping center below is practically untouched – but the automobiles are 
buried in the structure of the housing, thereby freeing the false ground above to pedestrian movement and children playing. And 
finally, the styles of the various building elements are as jarringly collaged as it is in the suburban context: the houses in this project 
are made to resemble houses in the public imagination and the big boxes under the housing get an even bigger box with even bigger 
signs, thereby integrating the project with the disjointed vernacular of American corporate suburbia.
The particular edge city under scrutiny is the Cumberland/Galleria area, northwest of Atlanta, Georgia. I chose this site not 
only because I know it well (I have lived in the suburbs of Atlanta my entire life) but because it is a perfect example of an edge city: 
it’s population is a quarter that of Atlanta’s, it headquarters multiple Fortune 500 companies, most notably Home Depot, it is com-
pletely automobile dependant and is at the intersection of two interstate highways, and it doesn’t actually exist as a municipality, 
only as a Community Improvement District within Cobb  County. It is also a very strong area economically: this project is intended to 
be synergistic, not revitalizing; the intent is to seize upon those aspects of suburbia that are proving successful, and to make them 
better by working with their existing logics rather than imposing some idealistic scheme for social justice or architectural nirvana. 
My intent is distinctly not to turn the “edge city” into a “city;” I intend simply to make edge city a bit more efficient and livable. In 
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this way, the title of the project is very intentional when it uses the word “suburbanism” rather than “urbanism.” And so Cumberland 
provides a very rich canvas on which to paint my ideas about using the wasted space of suburbia to more productive ends.
That’s how the project started: as a desire to put the wasted space of suburbia to better use. But as the research evolved, 
I found the waste and emptiness more and more compelling. Those spaces included the roofs of warehouses and big box stores, 
sprawling surface parking lots, idle front lawns, and other such spaces. The most promising space to direct my attack in terms of 
polemics was the parking lot because it gets right to the heart of the tension: the automobile and the space it requires. In a way, this 
whole endeavor has been an exercise in irony: critique the city the automobile built, and then design a project around the automo-
bile.  As I said earlier, embracing contradictions has been an explicit goal since very early on, and juxtaposing the surface parking 
lot with housing seemed to perfectly express the tension between people and cars, housing and parking, and how much relative 
importance our society places on each. And so the task became to find the right parking lot. At first, I assumed my housing would 
be occupying the parking lot in some literal way, on the ground, so I looked for a lot that was as big, coherent, and simple as pos-
sible within the bounds of the Cumberland area I had already identified as my area of study. That parking lot was very clearly the one 
serving the Akers Mill shopping center. Having found the parking lot, I began experimenting with different ways of using the pattern 
of the parking spaces to create a grid on which to draw my housing units. This effort resulted in a serious tension between how much 
parking should be preserved and how nice it would actually be to live in a parking lot, in the shadow of big-box stores with their big, 
loud signs on the front. I was violating one of the cardinal rules of suburbia: separation of commercial from residential. 
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 After some checking into the zoning ordinance for Cobb County, I discovered that there already wasn’t enough parking at 
Akers Mill (according to code; in practice, there’s way too much), meaning that there was no space for housing on the ground, un-
less the law were to be changed. So I simply moved the housing up thirty feet above the parking lot. This allowed me to recreate 
the separation of uses so necessary to successful suburbia without gobbling up more land. It allowed me to work within the con-
fines of existing parking requirements and to create a residential world above that is almost completely unaware of the commercial 
landscape below it. This means that I have essentially just placed one half of suburbia – neighborhoods of houses – above the other 
half – big box shopping centers – thereby doubling land use efficiency without sacrificing any of the amenities expected from either 
program. This move also implicitly critiques the nature of the zoning code: by going to great lengths to allow code-required space for 
cars while creating space for housing, I am at the same time suggesting that the law over-values the car at the expense of sustainable 
building patterns.
 Mid-way through the Thesis Project, I discovered the necessary yin to Conspicuous Space’s yang: Invisible Separation. Con-
spicuous Space is the idea that the wasted spaces of suburbia are not completely wasted: they communicate an abundance, or an 
ability to waste. It is through the creation of vast spaces that we communicate our affluence in that we have the means to create and 
maintain those vast spaces. (Of course, we are coming to learn that we no longer have that ability, which is where projects like this 
thesis come in to propose compelling ways to put that Conspicuous (wasted) Space to better use.) However, the same facts that have 
allowed vast open spaces (such as parking lots) to proliferate – super-cheap land, outdated zoning laws, heavily subsidized automo-
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bile transportation, and bad tax incentives – have also allowed the opposite to proliferate: Invisible Separation, the idea that different 
land uses should be completely unaware of each other, thereby preserving the purity of each and preventing a massive collision of 
different scales (even a McMansion looks fairly modest when placed within view of a SuperTarget). This separation requires enough 
land to be able to sufficiently prevent one programmatic ghetto from being in any way aware of another. It’s okay to live in a neigh-
borhood right behind a shopping center, so long as you would never be able to tell, from within the neighborhood, that the shop-
ping center exists. Around Atlanta, that Invisible Separation is achieved largely by the ever-presence of trees, which form a suburban 
poche, a mass from which is cut the voids of human inhabitation, with the left-over mass (trees) serving as a natural barrier between 
different suburban realms. This project acknowledges both sides of the coin – Conspicuous Space and Invisible Separation – by ex-
pressing itself as one massive building to the commercial space on the ground and then expressing itself as many individual houses 
within the residential area above, with the perimeter of the residential area being lined with trees and green public space – such as 
a soccer field, tennis courts and a community garden – to cut off sight lines to the outside world. As another example of intentional 
contradiction, however, there are office towers right across the street that no tree could completely hide from view, thereby exposing 
the trick and slowly cluing the inhabitant back into the reality of life in a city, even of the edge variety.
 In short, this project is about maintaining the suburban ideal – rugged individualism, privacy, mobility – while mitigating its 
liabilities – isolation, distance, and automobile dependance - by building residential neighborhoods in currently underutilized space.
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THE SKIN OF THE BIG-BOX6 22
the morrow site was eliminated after the first review, for practical reasons, 
as well as the fact that the Cumberland edge city was proving to be the more 
interesting site which seemed to “want” densification more than the low-rise 
suburb of Morrow
all further investigation concerned itself with the Cumberland site. 
what follows is a diary of sketches between the first and second reviews that 
played a huge role in developing the idea of the project as well as the individual 
houses. the sketches are largely searching for the proper way to express the 
“houseness” of the units, for the proper density levels, for the proper way to 
express the new “big box” that I have created, as well as drawing parallels 
between the iconic house shape and the shape of the truss structure.
the struggle that is herein documented is one of many different oppositions:
public/inhabitant  vs   architect
developer house  vs  big box store
icon/imagery  vs  function/structure
conspicuous space  vs  conspicuous separation
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...at the time of the second review
THE PROJECT
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Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Roof
west south east north
1
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Roof
west south east north
2
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Roof
west south east north
3
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...at the time of the final review
THE PROJECT
*this section to be completed by May 5, 2010 and resubmitted for grading and records*
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HOUSE 1 - the “Executive”
amenities include:  garage for 1 car
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      “cathedral” ceilings on 2nd floor
      space for gardening
      >9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through middle
1
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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2HOUSE 2 - the “Retreat”
amenities include:  garage for 2 cars
      front lawn
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      space for gardening
      9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      2 extra rooms (1 w/ skylight)
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through tree court and back porch
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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3HOUSE 3 - the “Homestead”
amenities include:  garage for 3 cars
      front lawn
      double-height foyer w/ skylight
      fireplace on every floor
      covered back porch
      space for gardening
      >9’ ceilings on all floors
      all operable windows
      3 extra rooms, (2 w/ skylights)
      customizable plan
level 0 - infrastructure level 1 - main level 2 - loft
long section through stairs
short section through garage front elevation back elevation
level 3 - roof
short section through foyer
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Akers Mill 
shopping includes:
     Bed Bath & Beyond
     Honey Baked Ham
     Subway
     Sports Authority
	 	 	 	 	 Office	Max	
     Party City
now with HOUSING!
     the “Executive”
      for singles
     the “Retreat”
      for couples
     the “Homestead”
      for small families
   
   neighborhood includes:
     community garden
     Walking garden
	 	 	 	 	 soccer	field
     tennis courts
     lots of green and open space
     hidden parking
     restricted access  
south	elevation	:	fronting	on	Cobb	Pkwy,	US-41
east-west	section
main facade / commercial entryview	from	southern	approach	on	US-41
mcommunity gardens walkingw  walking gardens walkingwsoccer	field tennis courts
view	from	above,	southeast	aerial
view	from	below,	northeast
front walk
back walk
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SUMMARY
Conspicuous Space: Parking Lot Suburbanism addresses the architectural and social issues of the American suburb by looking 
at its main components, the developer house and the big-box shopping center. It also looks at the role of the car in our lives and how 
it shapes the way we live, shop, travel, interact, and most importantly the way we build our cities. The contemporary American sub-
urb is built around the automobile, an invention that Americans generally take for granted and cannot imagine living without. There 
is a new kind of suburb being built in many places across the country that is neither truly suburb nor city. It goes by many names, 
“edge city” being the one I have used, and it generally happens where suburbanites have moved their jobs out to where they have 
been living since the 1950s. It is characterized by a heavy dependence on the automobile and vast open or unbuilt spaces set next 
to typically urban building types, such as the office tower skyscraper. It is a land of contradictions well documented in Joel Garreau’s 
Edge City and elsewhere. This project is an attempt to embrace those contradictions and twist them to help reduce waste in the built 
environment.
The idea is to first hunt down those characteristics that make the American suburbs (or edge cities) tick and to maintain them 
but change the context in which they operate in order to make them serve multiple purposes simultaneously. This project has iden-
tified the following characteristics: separation of different land uses enforced through zoning codes (notably residential from com-
mercial), the dominance of the automobile, and a stylistic promiscuity resulting in kitschy traditionalizing houses right down the road 
from modern steel and glass office towers right down the road from sign-as-building commercial strip malls and shopping centers. 
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This project does not question any of these paradigms: it simply reorients them. The housing in this project is separated from the 
commercial strip, but instead of horizontal separation achieved through sprawling land use, it is a vertical separation achieved by 
raising the housing above the stores, thereby reducing land use. The automobile is dominant in this project – each housing unit has 
its own garage at the front door and the parking for the shopping center below is practically untouched – but the automobiles are 
buried in the structure of the housing, thereby freeing the false ground above to pedestrian movement and children playing. And 
finally, the styles of the various building elements are as jarringly collaged as it is in the suburban context: the houses in this project 
are made to resemble houses in the public imagination and the big boxes under the housing get an even bigger box with even bigger 
signs, thereby integrating the project with the disjointed vernacular of American corporate suburbia.
The particular edge city under scrutiny is the Cumberland/Galleria area, northwest of Atlanta, Georgia. I chose this site not 
only because I know it well (I have lived in the suburbs of Atlanta my entire life) but because it is a perfect example of an edge city: 
it’s population is a quarter that of Atlanta’s, it headquarters multiple Fortune 500 companies, most notably Home Depot, it is com-
pletely automobile dependant and is at the intersection of two interstate highways, and it doesn’t actually exist as a municipality, 
only as a Community Improvement District within Cobb  County. It is also a very strong area economically: this project is intended to 
be synergistic, not revitalizing; the intent is to seize upon those aspects of suburbia that are proving successful, and to make them 
better by working with their existing logics rather than imposing some idealistic scheme for social justice or architectural nirvana. 
My intent is distinctly not to turn the “edge city” into a “city;” I intend simply to make edge city a bit more efficient and livable. In 
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this way, the title of the project is very intentional when it uses the word “suburbanism” rather than “urbanism.” And so Cumberland 
provides a very rich canvas on which to paint my ideas about using the wasted space of suburbia to more productive ends.
That’s how the project started: as a desire to put the wasted space of suburbia to better use. But as the research evolved, 
I found the waste and emptiness more and more compelling. Those spaces included the roofs of warehouses and big box stores, 
sprawling surface parking lots, idle front lawns, and other such spaces. The most promising space to direct my attack in terms of 
polemics was the parking lot because it gets right to the heart of the tension: the automobile and the space it requires. In a way, this 
whole endeavor has been an exercise in irony: critique the city the automobile built, and then design a project around the automo-
bile.  As I said earlier, embracing contradictions has been an explicit goal since very early on, and juxtaposing the surface parking 
lot with housing seemed to perfectly express the tension between people and cars, housing and parking, and how much relative 
importance our society places on each. And so the task became to find the right parking lot. At first, I assumed my housing would 
be occupying the parking lot in some literal way, on the ground, so I looked for a lot that was as big, coherent, and simple as pos-
sible within the bounds of the Cumberland area I had already identified as my area of study. That parking lot was very clearly the one 
serving the Akers Mill shopping center. Having found the parking lot, I began experimenting with different ways of using the pattern 
of the parking spaces to create a grid on which to draw my housing units. This effort resulted in a serious tension between how much 
parking should be preserved and how nice it would actually be to live in a parking lot, in the shadow of big-box stores with their big, 
loud signs on the front. I was violating one of the cardinal rules of suburbia: separation of commercial from residential. 
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 After some checking into the zoning ordinance for Cobb County, I discovered that there already wasn’t enough parking at 
Akers Mill (according to code; in practice, there’s way too much), meaning that there was no space for housing on the ground, un-
less the law were to be changed. So I simply moved the housing up thirty feet above the parking lot. This allowed me to recreate 
the separation of uses so necessary to successful suburbia without gobbling up more land. It allowed me to work within the con-
fines of existing parking requirements and to create a residential world above that is almost completely unaware of the commercial 
landscape below it. This means that I have essentially just placed one half of suburbia – neighborhoods of houses – above the other 
half – big box shopping centers – thereby doubling land use efficiency without sacrificing any of the amenities expected from either 
program. This move also implicitly critiques the nature of the zoning code: by going to great lengths to allow code-required space for 
cars while creating space for housing, I am at the same time suggesting that the law over-values the car at the expense of sustainable 
building patterns.
 Mid-way through the Thesis Project, I discovered the necessary yin to Conspicuous Space’s yang: Invisible Separation. Con-
spicuous Space is the idea that the wasted spaces of suburbia are not completely wasted: they communicate an abundance, or an 
ability to waste. It is through the creation of vast spaces that we communicate our affluence in that we have the means to create and 
maintain those vast spaces. (Of course, we are coming to learn that we no longer have that ability, which is where projects like this 
thesis come in to propose compelling ways to put that Conspicuous (wasted) Space to better use.) However, the same facts that have 
allowed vast open spaces (such as parking lots) to proliferate – super-cheap land, outdated zoning laws, heavily subsidized automo-
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bile transportation, and bad tax incentives – have also allowed the opposite to proliferate: Invisible Separation, the idea that different 
land uses should be completely unaware of each other, thereby preserving the purity of each and preventing a massive collision of 
different scales (even a McMansion looks fairly modest when placed within view of a SuperTarget). This separation requires enough 
land to be able to sufficiently prevent one programmatic ghetto from being in any way aware of another. It’s okay to live in a neigh-
borhood right behind a shopping center, so long as you would never be able to tell, from within the neighborhood, that the shop-
ping center exists. Around Atlanta, that Invisible Separation is achieved largely by the ever-presence of trees, which form a suburban 
poche, a mass from which is cut the voids of human inhabitation, with the left-over mass (trees) serving as a natural barrier between 
different suburban realms. This project acknowledges both sides of the coin – Conspicuous Space and Invisible Separation – by ex-
pressing itself as one massive building to the commercial space on the ground and then expressing itself as many individual houses 
within the residential area above, with the perimeter of the residential area being lined with trees and green public space – such as 
a soccer field, tennis courts and a community garden – to cut off sight lines to the outside world. As another example of intentional 
contradiction, however, there are office towers right across the street that no tree could completely hide from view, thereby exposing 
the trick and slowly cluing the inhabitant back into the reality of life in a city, even of the edge variety.
 In short, this project is about maintaining the suburban ideal – rugged individualism, privacy, mobility – while mitigating its 
liabilities – isolation, distance, and automobile dependance - by building residential neighborhoods in currently underutilized space.
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